Seismic constraints on the depth and composition of the mantle keel beneath the Kaapvaal craton
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Abstract

S–P travel-time residuals and receiver-function images are used to infer the $V_p/V_s$ (compressional to shear wave velocity) ratio of the lithospheric mantle beneath southern African and the topography of the underlying 410-km discontinuity. Low $V_p/V_s$ ratios provide evidence independent of geochemical observations for a highly depleted root ($\text{Mg}^# \sim 92–94$) beneath the Kaapvaal craton. The receiver-function images, on the other hand, consistently show a flat 410-km discontinuity beneath the entire array. This observation, after combined with the results of geodynamical modeling, allows us to place limits on the thickness of this chemical boundary layer, which is between $\sim 160$ and $\sim 370$ km.
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1. Introduction

Although the existence of a thick, cold, highly depleted lithosphere—the so-called tectosphere \cite{1,2}—beneath Archean cratons is generally accepted, its exact thickness is still controversial \cite{3–10}. Part of the controversy is caused by the poor depth resolution in seismic tomography. An alternative seismic approach for placing limits on lithospheric thickness is by looking at the topography of the 410-km discontinuity because the thermal effects of a thick keel should result in an elevated discontinuity \cite{11}. For example, Li et al. \cite{12} observed a flat 410-km discontinuity beneath the eastern margin of the North American continent and concluded that mantle downwellings associated with the cold cratonic keel must be confined within the mantle above the transition zone. However, because Li et al.’s \cite{12} study was situated on the margin of the North American continent, the topography of the 410-km discontinuity directly beneath cratonic keels has still not been investigated using data from dense seismic arrays that extend from mobile belts to craton centers. It is also important to recognize that the evidence for depleted lithospheric mantle keels un-
derlying cratons is so far based largely on geochemical studies [13] of mantle xenoliths from kimberlite intrusions and not from seismic studies because the effects of temperature and composition on seismic velocities are difficult to separate. Here, we use S–P travel-time residuals and receiver-function imaging to estimate the $V_p/V_s$ structure of the Kaapvaal cratonic keel in South Africa and the topography of the underlying 410-km discontinuity. In particular, we make use of a recent study suggesting that $V_p/V_s$ may be more sensitive to composition $[\text{Mg}^\# = \text{Mg}/(\text{Mg} + \text{Fe}) \times 100]$ than temperature [14]. Collectively, this approach should allow us to constrain the composition of the mantle keel and place limits on its thickness.

Southern Africa was chosen because it is a “type locale” and because of the availability of high-quality densely sampled broadband seismic data. The crust in the Archean Kaapvaal craton in southern Africa formed between 2.6 and 3.6 Ga [15]. It is bounded on the southwest and northeast by the Proterozoic Namaqua-Natal and the Archean Limpopo belts, respectively (Fig. 1). The craton itself was subsequently modified by the large Bushveld magmatic event at $\sim 2.05$ Ga. Tomographic images of both P- and S-wave velocities [16] obtained during a recent regional seismic experiment show higher velocities (up to 1.0% in P wave and 1.5% in S wave) beneath the Kaapvaal craton relative to adjacent mobile belts. These velocity contrasts extend to depths as great as 300 km, which suggests that a deep mantle root lies beneath the Kaapvaal craton [16]. These tomographic studies therefore show that the mantle structure beneath southern Africa is correlated with geologic provinces. There also appears to be a correlation between geologic provinces and crustal structure. That
is, a thin crust and sharp crust–mantle transition is observed beneath the undisturbed Kaapvaal craton, while a thick crust and a diffuse Moho boundary is found beneath the region of the Bushveld Complex disturbance and the Proterozoic belts [17–20].

2. Data selection and analyses

The data for this study were recorded by the South Africa Seismic Experiment of the Kaapvaal Project [21]. A total of 54 broadband seismographs were deployed at 82 sites in South Africa, Zimbabwe and Botswana between April 1997 and 1999 (Fig. 1). The seismic array forms an elongated swath that extends southwest to northeast across the Archean Kaapvaal craton and adjacent Proterozoic mobile belts. Hundreds of teleseismic events were recorded by the seismic arrays. We have examined thousands of seismograms from 231 earthquakes with magnitude Mw \( \leq 5.5 \) and at epicentral distances of 30–90°, from which we have chosen six shallow earthquakes with high signal-to-noise ratio and located roughly along the array azimuth for analysis. Source parameters of the six events are listed in Table 1.

The radial component of the teleseismic P coda is comprised in part of P to S converted waves generated at structures beneath the recording station. The structures are thus imageable through back-projecting the P coda. We employed the receiver-function technique [22,23] in the imaging. Receiver functions are commonly formed by a simple deconvolution of vertical components from radial components of teleseismic recordings. We found that a similar deconvolution between the two principle directions of P- and SV-wave [24,25] provides a slightly better means to reduce the crust reverberation. Deconvolution is performed in the frequency domain:

\[
H(\omega) = \frac{P^*(\omega)}{\max\{P(\omega)P^*(\omega), k|P_{\text{max}}(\omega)|\}^2} e^{-\left(\frac{\omega^2}{2}\right)}
\]

(1)

Here \( k \) is a constant known as the “water level” [26,27]. \( P(\omega) \) and \( V(\omega) \) are the spectra taken from a 105 s time window (5 s before and 100 s after the P) with a cosine taper of 5 s. The width factor, \( a \), of the Gaussian lower-pass filter was set to 1 to ensure constructive stacking. The requirement for constructive stacking is \( \omega \Delta t < 1 \), where \( \Delta t \) is the variance of the S–P differential travel-time residuals resulting from unmodeled lateral heterogeneities. The average \( \Delta t \) is \( \sim 0.84 \) s (Table 1), suggesting signals with periods longer than 5.3 s are most useful for constructive stacking.

A revised common-conversion-point stacking technique [28] was employed to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. Following Niu et al. [29], we varied the bin size and fixed the number \( N \) of conversion points in each bin to improve the horizontal resolution in densely sampled regions. The value for \( N \) in a given bin, 10–20 depending on the signal-to-noise ratio of seismograms, was chosen so that conversions for the 410- and 660-km discontinuities were clearly visible.

The bin size varies between 1° and 2° with an average of \( \sim 1.4° \). For a conversion depth \( d \), we first calculated the ray path of converted phase Pds and its arrival time relative to P by ray tracing the 1D *iasp91* velocity model [30]. We then summed the \( N \) seismograms and further averaged the summations within a 0.5 s window centered on the arrival time of Pds using an \( n \)th-root stacking method [31,32]. We chose \( n = 4 \)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event no.</th>
<th>Origin time (mm/dd/yy min:s)</th>
<th>Latitude (°N)</th>
<th>Longitude (°E)</th>
<th>Depth (km)</th>
<th>Mw</th>
<th>S–P (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>01/12/98 10:14</td>
<td>−30.985</td>
<td>−71.410</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>−1.97 ± 1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>03/14/98 19:40</td>
<td>30.154</td>
<td>57.605</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>−1.97 ± 0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>04/01/98 17:56</td>
<td>−0.544</td>
<td>99.261</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>04/01/98 22:42</td>
<td>−40.316</td>
<td>−74.874</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>−1.83 ± 0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>09/03/98 17:37</td>
<td>−29.450</td>
<td>−71.715</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>−1.62 ± 0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>03/28/99 19:05</td>
<td>30.512</td>
<td>79.403</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>−3.57 ± 0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7*</td>
<td>10/05/97 18:04</td>
<td>−59.739</td>
<td>−29.198</td>
<td>274.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>−1.80 ± 0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Is an intermediate earthquake and thus not used in receiver-function imaging.
to reduce the uncorrelated noise relative to the usual linear stack \( (n = 1) \). We varied \( d \) from 0 to 1000 km in increments of 1 km.

### 3. Results and discussions

A cross section of the CCP stacked image is shown in Fig. 2A. The apparent depths of the two discontinuities defining the mantle transition zone are \( \sim 394 \) and 638 km, respectively. These values are consistent with previous observations in the same region [33], but are \( \sim 20 \) km shallower than the global averages [34, 35]. This discrepancy is probably due to an inappropriate 1D reference model used in calculating the travel times. While an accurate reference model is always important in receiver-function imaging, high-resolution regional tomographic models don’t necessarily suffice as accurate reference models since only the time variations from the average of a seismic array are used in the inversion [16, 36]. Instead, we found that using S–P travel-time residuals is a simple and relatively accurate way for correcting the reference model.

We handpicked the arrival times of P and SH waves from the recordings of the six events used in our imaging. Seismic anisotropy was found to be relatively weak in this region [37]. We thus assumed that the arrival times of SV and SH waves are equivalent. The averaged S–P differential time residuals (with respect to \( \text{iasp91} \)) are listed in Table 1. Negative S–P residuals are observed from all the earthquakes, except for event 3, which has a less clear P-wave onset compared to the other events and also has a slightly different back azimuth. In general, S–P residuals are caused by the integrated velocity anomalies along ray paths from sources to receivers. If we assume the reference models are accurate globally, and that the power spectrum of heterogeneities in the mantle decreases rapidly with depth [38–43], then the major part of the residuals should originate in the upper mantle above the transition zone (\(< 410 \) km) near the sources and the receivers. In order to estimate the residuals on the receiver side, we measured the S–P residuals from an intermediate earthquake roughly at the same azimuth of the array (event 7 in Table 1). The averaged value \( (\sim 1.80 \) s) of the S–P residuals from this event is almost the same as the average of the other six events. We thus assume that a large part of this residual \( (\sim 1.80 \) s) is caused by the structure above the 410-km discontinuity under the array. More importantly, we found a good correlation between the S–P residual times and the geologic provinces: a large negative S–P residual \( (\sim 2.1 \) s) in the Kaapvaal craton and a smaller negative one \( (\sim 1.2 \) s) in the Namaqua-Natal and Limpopo belts (Fig. 3A). We thus employed two 1D velocity models for the craton and mobile belts, respectively, with each producing the observed S–P residual times.

The negative S–P differential times are caused by relatively late arrival of the P wave and the relatively early arrival of the S wave, suggesting that the region is characterized by a lower P-wave velocity and a higher S-wave velocity (or a lower \( V_p/V_s \) ratio) relative to the \( \text{iasp91} \) model. Differences in \( V_p/V_s \) are also apparent on the regional scale; that is, the Archean Kaapvaal craton shows a larger negative S–P residual, and therefore a lower \( V_p/V_s \) ratio, than the adjacent Proterozoic mobile belts. A recent study of variations in seismic velocities of mantle peridotites at ambient (STP) conditions [14] suggests that the \( V_p/V_s \) ratio may be less sensitive to temperature (in the absence of a melt phase, Fig. 4A inset) than to the proportion of Fe and Mg in peridotite (e.g., Mg#, Fig. 4A). The smaller temperature dependence of \( V_p/V_s \) compared to composition (Mg#) is due to the fact that the \( \text{dln}(K/G)/\text{dT} \) for olivine and orthopyroxene have opposite signs, where \( K \) is the adiabatic bulk modulus and \( G \) is the shear modulus. The \( V_p/V_s \) ratio decreases with increasing Mg# \( (\sim 0.24\%/\text{Mg#}) \) so that a lower \( V_p/V_s \) ratio indicates a larger Mg# (Fig. 4A). At atmospheric pressure, the increase in \( V_p/V_s \) ratio as a function of temperature is less than 0.2%/500 °C. Assuming these relationships hold at elevated pressure and that the temperature difference between the Kaapvaal craton and the Proterozoic mobile belt at upper mantle depths is \(<100 \) °C according to xenolith thermobarometry [44] the regional S–P time residuals suggest that the low \( V_p/V_s \) of the Kaapvaal cratonic mantle relative to the Proterozoic mobile belts \( (\sim 0.8\% \text{ to } 1.2\%) \) is due to compositional differences.

Assuming that our S–P travel-time residuals represent the integrated effects of upper mantle heterogeneities concentrated above the 410-km discontinuity, we can use the parameterizations of [14]
Fig. 2. (A) CCP stacked image of cross-section BB’ shown in Fig. 1. P to S converted energy is indicated by colors; hotter colors represent greater energy. Note that the Moho, the 410- and 660-km discontinuities are clearly imaged. Red and dark blue lines at ~ 100–200 km depths beneath the Kaapvaal craton are crustal reverberations. The three arrows roughly indicate the locations of Namaqua-Natal Belt, the Bushveld Complex, and the Limpopo Belt. Imaging is based on P to S conversion times calculated from the 1D velocity model, *iasp91*. (B) Same with panel (A) except a time correction is applied to account for the negative S–P residuals observed across the seismic array.
and our $V_p/V_s$ constraints to estimate Mg#. The average S–P residual time shows a difference of 0.9 s between the Kaapvaal craton and the surrounding belts. We estimate the difference in $V_p/V_s$ ratio to be $\sim 0.8$–$1.2\%$ under the assumption that the S–P travel-time residuals are evenly distributed above the 410-km discontinuity. Based on the published value of the slope $d(V_p/V_s)/d\text{Mg#} \approx 0.0041$ [14], we obtain a difference of $\sim 3$–$5$ in Mg#, which indicates that the Mg# beneath the Archean Kaapvaal craton is $\sim 3$–$5$ times higher than that beneath the adjacent Proterozoic terranes. While this result is consistent with xenolith observations that the Archean cratonic mantle is more depleted than the surrounding Proterozoic mantles, the inferred difference in Mg# is probably a maximum estimate for two reasons. First, our calculations do not take into account the role of garnet- and pyroxene-rich lithologies, such as eclogites. The $V_p/V_s$ ratio of eclogites is roughly 3% higher than typical peridotites so that a 10% eclogite component would correspond to a $\sim 0.3\%$ increase in $V_p/V_s$. If eclogite lithologies are present in the Proterozoic regions as suggested by [45], the presence of 10% would reduce our estimated difference in Mg# between the Archean and Proterozoic mantles to 2–4. Our estimated Mg# differences might be further reduced given that part of the observed S–P travel-time residuals may have been introduced from crustal structure. Although it is difficult to quantify these effects precisely, our observations qualitatively indicate that the Kaapvaal tectospheric mantle is much more depleted than the mantle beneath surrounding mobile belts.

The CCP stacked image with the corrections is shown in Fig. 2B. The corrections were made by back projecting the observed S–P travel-time residuals to the ray paths above the 410-km discontinuity under the array. Compared to Fig. 2A, the image is improved in two aspects: (1) the two discontinuities are imaged at greater depths, with values closer to the global averages; (2) better images of the two discontinuities are obtained in the transition regions between the Namaqua-Natal Belt and the Kaapvaal craton. For example, the 660-km discontinuity appears as a diffuse event spread over $\sim 50$ km in the southwestern $\sim 250$ km of the uncorrected CCP image (Fig. 2A). After the travel-time correction, the 660-km appears much sharper (Fig. 2B). Both the 410- and the 660-km discontinuities are extremely well mapped in the CCP image with a simple velocity correction (Fig. 2B).

The measured depths of the two discontinuities and the transition-zone thickness are shown in Fig. 3. Errors are estimated using a bootstrap method [46].

![Graphs and images illustrating S–P travel-time residuals, discontinuity depths, and transition-zone thickness](image-url)
Before the correction, large depth variations (~20–30 km) are observed for both the 410- and the 660-km discontinuities (triangles in Fig. 3B and C). After the correction, however, the two discontinuities become very flat, with depth variations less than 5 km except for a ~15-km depression in the 660-km beneath the Namaqua-Natal Belt (squares in Fig. 3B and C). Tomographic images [16] show large, low velocity anomalies at transition-zone depths beneath the Namaqua-Natal Belt. Part of the depression of the
660-km discontinuity thus may be introduced by these unmodeled velocity anomalies. Although there are some uncertainties in attributing all of the S–P travel-time residuals to receiver-side structure, the azimuthal variation of the earthquakes we examined indicates that the difference in S–P times between the craton and surrounding belts (0.9 s) must result entirely from receiver side structure at depths above the transition zone.

Our results thus agree with the observation made along the eastern margin of the North American craton [12]. Chevrot et al. [47] made a worldwide investigation of Pds by stacking receiver functions collected at a station, a method known as single-station gathering and often used when array data are not available. They showed that the transition-zone thickness appears to be normal beneath most of cratons. Our results here thus are consistent with their observations if we assume that an ordinary thick transition zone means that the two discontinuities are at normal depths and are also flat. If the 410-km discontinuity is due to a temperature-sensitive phase transition, as believed [11], then a lack of topography in the discontinuity under a region suggests that large temperature variations would not be present near the discontinuity. Therefore, a flat 410-km discontinuity underneath a cratonic region would imply that large-scale downwellings might not be forming at the base of the thick cratonic root. To explore this further, we conducted numerical simulations that model chemically distinct continents residing within the upper boundary layer of a convecting mantle [48]. Cratonic roots of variable thickness were included at the base of the continental crust. The entire chemical boundary layer (CBL, defined as continental crust plus cratonic root) was not allowed to participate in convective overturn, but continents could drift freely. We found that a thermal sublayer (bright shading, Fig. 4B inset) forms at the base of the cold CBL (dark shading, Fig. 4B inset). The thickness of the sublayer decreases rapidly with the increasing thickness of the CBL such that when the CBL thickness exceeds 160 km the entire thermal lithosphere (CBL + sublayer) becomes dominated by the CBL (Fig. 4B). When the CBL is thin, a thick sublayer forms, which can finally develop into a thermal downwelling with a scale roughly similar to the thickness of the sublayer and a temperature anomaly comparable to the temperature drop across the sublayer. Both the large temperature drop and thickness would lead to a large density anomaly that could deflect the 410-km discontinuity. When the CBL reaches a thickness of 160 km, the temperature difference across the sublayer and the sublayer thickness both become small and any downwellings that could develop are associated with small density anomalies. Thus, a flat 410-km discontinuity, which suggests no large-scale downwellings, gives us a constraint on the minimum thickness, ~160 km, of the CBL. On the other hand, a flat 410-km discontinuity also means that the mean thickness of sublayer (independent of dynamic downwellings) must be confined above the discontinuity, placing an upper bound on the thickness of the CBL. If we use $H_s/H_c=1.1$ (Fig. 4B), then we obtain the maximum thickness, $H_s$, to be ~370 km. We thus conclude that the thickness of the CBL beneath Kaapvaal craton must be within 160–370 km.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have shown that seismic observations on $V_p/V_s$ structure and the topography of the 410-km discontinuity can be used to infer the composition and the depth of cratonic lithospheric mantle. These observations provide evidence independent of xenolith studies that continental keels are indeed made of highly depleted peridotites. The combination of xenolith studies and $V_p/V_s$ seismic studies may in the future provide unprecedented constraints on the composition of the uppermost mantle. Because xenolith studies are inherently limited by sampling bias in terms of time and space, the ability to estimate composition from seismic studies should enhance our ability to map out major compositional heterogeneities in the upper mantle, particularly in regions where xenolith samples do not exist. Finally, the combination of seismic observations with geodynamical modeling allows us place limits on the thickness of continental lithosphere.
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